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Abstract Uncertainty in poker stems from two key sources, the shuffled deck and an adversary whose strategy is unknown. One approach to playing poker is to find a pessimistic
game-theoretic solution (i.e., a Nash equilibrium), but human players have idiosyncratic
weaknesses that can be exploited if some model or counter-strategy can be learned by observing their play. However, games against humans last for at most a few hundred hands, so
learning must be very fast to be useful. We explore two approaches to opponent modelling
in the context of Kuhn poker, a small game for which game-theoretic solutions are known.
Parameter estimation and expert algorithms are both studied. Experiments demonstrate that,
even in this small game, convergence to maximally exploitive solutions in a small number of
hands is impractical, but that good (e.g., better than Nash) performance can be achieved in as
few as 50 hands. Finally, we show that amongst a set of strategies with equal game-theoretic
value, in particular the set of Nash equilibrium strategies, some are preferable because they
speed learning of the opponent’s strategy by exploring it more effectively.
Keywords Game-playing · Opponent modelling · Experts · Bayesian · Poker
1 Introduction
Poker is a game of imperfect information against an adversary with an unknown, stochastic
strategy. It represents a tough challenge to artificial intelligence research. Game-theoretic
approaches seek to approximate the Nash equilibrium (i.e., maximin) strategies of the game
(Koller and Pfeffer 1997; Billings et al. 2003; Gilpin and Sandholm 2005; Zinkevich et al.
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2007a, 2007b), but this represents a pessimistic worldview where we assume some form of
optimality in our opponent. Human players have weaknesses that can be exploited to obtain
winnings higher than the game-theoretic value of the game. Learning by observing their play
allows us to exploit their idiosyncratic weaknesses. The learning can be done either directly,
by estimating a model of their strategy and then computing an appropriate response, or
indirectly, by identifying an effective counter-strategy.
Several factors render this difficult in practice. First, real-world poker games like Texas
Hold’em have huge game trees and the strategies involve many parameters (e.g., two-player,
limit Texas Hold’em has ∼1018 parameters; Billings et al. 2003). The game also has high
variance, stemming from the shuffled deck and one or both players playing stochastic strategies. Strategically complex, the aim in poker is not simply to win but to maximize winnings
by enticing a weakly-positioned opponent to bet or a strongly-positioned opponent to fold.
Decisions during a hand must be made with imperfect information because we cannot see
our opponent’s cards. A further aggravation of this uncertainty arises when one player folds.
The opponent’s cards are never observed, leaving us with only a partial observation even
after the hand has been played out. Finally, we cannot expect a large amount of data when
playing human opponents. We may play 200 hands or less against a given opponent and
must learn how they can be exploited quickly in order to gain by their weaknesses.
This research explores how rapidly one can gain an advantage by observing opponent
play given that only a small number of hands will be played in total. The aim here is not to
develop new, specialized algorithms but rather to assess how established learning techniques
perform. Can these algorithms improve over game-theoretic performance by quickly learning and exploiting human weaknesses? How should one play while learning? To address
these questions, two standard learning approaches are studied: maximum a posteriori parameter estimation (parameter learning), and an “experts” method derived from Exp4 (Auer
et al. 1995) (strategy learning). Both will be described in detail.
While most existing poker opponent modelling research focuses on real-world games
(Korb and Nicholson 1999; Billings et al. 2004; Zinkevich et al. 2007a), we systematically
study a simpler version, reducing the game’s intrinsic difficulty to show that, even in what
might be considered the simplest case, the problem is still hard in the sense that one cannot
expect to converge to a near-maximal exploitation with so little data. We start by assuming
that the opponent’s strategy is fixed. Tracking a non-stationary strategy is a hard problem
and learning to exploit a fixed strategy is clearly the first step. We also limit complexity by
considering the game of Kuhn poker (Kuhn 1950), a tiny game for which complete gametheoretic analysis is available. Finally, we evaluate learning in a two-phase manner—the first
phase exploring and learning while the second phase switches to pure exploitation based
on what was learned. Note that we do not propose this fixed switching point as an actual
strategy for play, but rather as a readily comprehensible experimental methodology. We use
this simplified framework to demonstrate the following points:
• Learning to maximally exploit an opponent in a small number of hands is not feasible.
• A substantial advantage can nonetheless be attained rapidly, making short-term learning
a winning proposition.
• Finally, we observe that, amongst the set of Nash strategies for the learner, the exploration
inherent in some strategies facilitates faster learning compared with other members of the
set.
The material presented here extends an earlier paper on this research (Hoehn et al. 2005) by
presenting a wider range of results (including a very complete set in a supplemental online
appendix), full derivations of our estimators, and more detailed descriptions of algorithms
and experimental methodology. Related studies can be found in Hoehn (2006).
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2 Kuhn poker
2.1 Rules and notation
Kuhn poker (Kuhn 1950) is a very simple, two-player game (P1—Player 1, P2—Player 2).
The deck consists of three cards (J—Jack, Q—Queen, and K—King). There are two actions
available: bet and pass. The value of each bet is 1. In the event of a showdown (players have
matched bets), both players reveal their card and the player with the higher card wins the
pot (the King is highest and the Jack is lowest). In the event of a fold (one player increases
the standing bet and the other declines to match the bet), the folding player loses and the
players’ cards are not revealed. A single hand proceeds as follows:
• Both players initially put an ante of 1 into the pot.
• Each player is dealt a single card which they keep private and the remaining card is
unseen by either player.
• After the deal, P1 has the opportunity to bet or pass.
– If P1 bets in round one, then in round two P2 can:
∗ pass (fold) and forfeit the pot to P1, or
∗ bet (call P1’s bet) and the game then ends in a showdown.
– If P1 passes (checks) in round one, then in round two P2 can:
∗ pass (check) and go to a showdown, or
∗ bet, in which case there is a third action where P1 can
· bet (call P2’s bet) and go to showdown, or
· pass (fold) and forfeit to P2.
It is useful to summarize a hand so we introduce the following notation
P1 cardP2 cardP1 actionP2 action · · ·
where the cards are one of “J”, “Q”, “K”, or “?” (the last meaning that the card has not been
observed). The actions for P1 are “b” or “p” and for P2 they are “B” or “P” (we use upper vs.
lowercase to distinguish the players more readily). For example, the string “QJpBb” means
that P1 held a Queen, P2 held a Jack, and the actions were “P1 passes”, “P2 bets”, and “P1
bets”. In the case where one player folds, players cannot observe each other’s cards. It is
useful to record observations of this kind, for example, “K?bP” means that P1 held a K and
observed the actions “P1 bets” and “P2 passes”. Because this game folded, P2’s card was
not observed by P1.
Kuhn poker is an attractive choice for study because, as the following discussion will
elaborate, it has been analyzed in detail and can be completely characterized analytically.
We can therefore compare empirical results to theoretical ideals easily. The game captures
several essential qualities of real-world poker games: decision making with partial observations, bluffing, and information lost due to folded hands. Finally, the game is small enough
to visualize some results in a fairly direct manner.
2.2 Analysis of the game
Figure 1 shows the game tree we consider in this work. The top row of nodes shows all
possible combinations of cards held by the players (e.g., J|Q means P1 holds the Jack and
P2 holds the Queen). P1’s value for each outcome is indicated in the leaf nodes. The game
is a zero-sum game (whatever one player gains, the other loses) so P2’s values are simply
the negation of P1’s. Branches correspond to the available actions. Note that the dominated

Fig. 1 Kuhn poker game tree with dominated strategies removed
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strategies have been removed from this tree already. Informally, a dominated strategy is one
for which there exists an alternative strategy that offers better value against at least one
opponent strategy and equal value against all others.1
We eliminate these obvious sources of universally suboptimal play but note that strategies remain that play suboptimally against specific opponents. Dominated strategies often
correspond to obvious mistakes such as folding when guaranteed to win, whereas the remaining suboptimal strategies typically err in failing to achieve an ideal mixture of actions
(e.g., bluffing too often in a particular situation). We have eliminated obvious errors because
our goal is to develop learning techniques that will challenge the best human and machine
players rather than simply exploit poor play by weak players.
In Fig. 1, branches where alternatives are available are labeled with a parameter. The
game has a well-known parametrization (Kuhn 1950) in which P1’s strategy can be summarized by three parameters (α, β, γ ), and P2’s by two parameters (η, ξ ). The decisions
governed by these parameters are shown in Fig. 1. The meaning of the decisions governed
by each parameter are
•
•
•
•
•

α = probability that P1 bets in the first round when holding the Jack
β = probability that P1 calls in the third round when holding the Queen
γ = probability that P1 bets in the first round when holding the King
η = probability that P2 calls a P1 bet when holding the Queen
ξ = probability that P2 bluffs by betting when holding a Jack after P1 passes in the first
round

If players play only non-dominated strategies, the expected value to P1 of any pair of opposing strategies (i.e., any pair of (α, β, γ ) and (η, ξ )) is given by
EV (α, β, γ , η, ξ ) =


1
η(−3α + γ ) + ξ(−1 + 3β − γ ) + α − β
6

(1)

An important concept in game theory is that of a Nash equilibrium. Again informally, a
Nash equilibrium is a pair of strategies, one for each player, such that neither player gains by
unilaterally deviating from their own Nash strategy. So long as one player plays a Nash strategy, the other cannot, by playing some non-Nash strategy, improve on the expected value
of playing a Nash strategy themselves.2 Kuhn determined that the set of Nash strategies for
P1 has the form (α, β, γ ) = (γ /3, (1 + γ )/3, γ ) for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. Thus, there is a continuum
of Nash strategies for P1 governed by a single parameter. There is only one Nash strategy
for P2, η = 1/3 and ξ = 1/3; all other P2 strategies can be exploited by P1. If either player
plays a Nash strategy (and neither plays dominated strategies), then P1 expects to lose at

1 Dominance can be strong (the dominating strategy is always a better choice, regardless of the opponent’s

actions) or weak (the dominating strategy is better for one or more opponent strategies and equal for the rest).
For example, the P2 strategy of passing when holding the Queen and faced with a P1 pass weakly dominates
the strategy of betting in the same scenario. Similarly, the P1 strategy of betting in the first round when
holding the Queen is weakly dominated by the strategy to pass and call a P2 bet (if such a bet is made). This
latter dominance is not immediately obvious but is arrived at by iterative elimination of dominated strategies
(Fudenberg and Levine 1998).
2 In two-player, zero-sum games such as poker, all Nash strategies are interchangeable. That is, each player

has a set of Nash strategies and any pairing from those two sets forms a Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, all
pairings give the same expected value to the players. In more general games, this is not always the case; only
specific pairs of strategies form equilibria and the equilibria may have different expected values.
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Fig. 2 Partition of P2 strategy
space by maximal P1 strategies

a rate of −1/18 per hand.3 Thus P1 can only hope to win in the long run if P2 is playing
suboptimally and P1 deviates from playing Nash strategies to exploit errors in P2’s play.
Our discussion focuses on playing as P1 and exploiting P2, so, unless specified otherwise,
all observations and results are from this perspective.
For any given P2 strategy, there is a set of corresponding P1 strategies that maximally
exploit P2. Each such maximally exploitive strategy is called a best response (Fudenberg
and Levine 1998). Furthermore, the set of best responses includes at least one pure strategy,
a deterministic strategy in which all probabilities are zero or one. Thus, in any attempt to
exploit an opponent, we would ideally use a strategy that is a best response to that opponent.
Note that this applies equally to P2 exploiting P1.
In a game of this size, it is possible to characterize the space of strategies in great detail.
In order to better systematize our study, we have analytically derived boundaries within the
P2 strategy space that allow us to ensure that our study thoroughly covers all interesting
regions of that space (Hoehn et al. 2005). The two-dimensional (η × ξ ) strategy-space for
P2 can be partitioned into the 6 regions shown in Fig. 2. Within each region, one of P1’s
pure strategies gives maximal value to P1 (i.e., the pure strategy is a best response to all
opponent strategies in that region). For P2 strategies corresponding to points on the lines
dividing the regions, the adjacent P1 best responses achieve the same value. The intersection
of the three dividing lines is the Nash strategy for P2. Therefore, to maximally exploit P2,
it is sufficient to identify the region in which P2’s strategy lies and play the corresponding
P1 pure strategy. Note that there are 8 pure strategies for P1, written as (α, β, γ ): S0 =
(0, 0, 0), S1 = (0, 0, 1), S2 = (0, 1, 0), . . . , S7 = (1, 1, 1). Two of these (S0 and S7 ) are not
a best response to any P2 strategy, so we need only consider the remaining six. In brief,
the partitioning was derived by substituting the various P1 pure strategies into the expected
value equation and then determining the ranges over η and ξ for which one pure strategy
gives greater value than all others.4 Partitioning of the strategy space is not required for any
of our algorithms but has served to guide our choice of opponents and assist in understanding
results.
3 This is true because, in Kuhn poker, all non-dominated strategies are essential (i.e., have a non-zero prob-

ability of being played as part of some Nash strategy). In two player, zero-sum games, if one player plays a
Nash strategy and the other plays some mixture of essential strategies, then they will always obtain the value
of the equilibrium (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1947).
4 We would like to thank Valeriy Bulitko for the analysis that produced this partitioning (Hoehn et al. 2005).
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Fig. 3 Contour plot of
exploitability of P2 over P2
strategy space

This natural division of P2’s strategy space was used to obtain a selection of suboptimal opponents for our study. Six opponent strategies were created by selecting a point at
random from each of the six regions. Written as pairs (η, ξ ), they are O1 = (0.25, 0.67),
O2 = (0.75, 0.8), O3 = (0.67, 0.4), O4 = (0.5, 0.29), O5 = (0.25, 0.17), O6 = (0.17, 0.2).
Experiments were run against these six opponents. It is not necessary to run experiments
against a Nash strategy opponent since the value against such an opponent is guaranteed
regardless of the strategy P1 might play (excepting dominated strategies). Any attempt to
exploit a Nash opponent can neither benefit nor harm either player.
Other experiments were run against randomly sampled opponents that all share the same
level of exploitability. Figure 3 shows the exploitability of P2 over its strategy space. It
is a contour plot of the expected value to P1 if P1 plays the appropriate best response at
every point in P2 strategy space. This expected value is the best P1 can possibly achieve and
therefore represents the maximum exploitability for every P2 strategy. Note that within a
small area around the P2 Nash strategy, P1’s expected value is less than 0. P1 can never hope
to win against a P2 opponent playing within this area, although P1 can attempt to minimize
the loss. Beyond the zero contour, exploiting the opponent is a winning proposition. Our
randomly sampled opponents can be thought of as samples from some contour on this plot.
This means that they behave differently, but all have the same value when challenged by the
appropriate best response.
Experiments were also run where P2 is modelling P1. However, our discussion will be in
terms of P1 modelling P2 for the sake of simplicity.

3 Parameter learning
The first approach we consider for exploiting the opponent is to directly estimate the parameters of their strategy and play a best response to that strategy. We start with a prior over
the opponent’s strategy and compute the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of those pa-
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rameters given our observations. This is a form of Bayesian parameter estimation, a typical
approach to learning and therefore a natural choice for our study.
In general poker games a hand either results in a showdown, in which case the opponent’s
cards are observed, or a fold, which leaves the opponent’s cards uncertain (we only get to
observe their actions, our own cards, and any public cards). However, in Kuhn poker, the
small deck and dominated strategies conspire in certain cases to make the opponent’s cards
obvious despite their folding. For example, if P1 holds the Jack and observes the sequence
bet–pass, we can conclude that P2 must hold the Queen. Examination of Fig. 1 shows that
if P2 holds the King, then passing on a bet would be a dominated strategy. Because we have
precluded dominated strategies, we can therefore conclude that P2 holds the Queen despite
never seeing it. Thus, certain folding observations (but not all) contain as much information
as a showdown.
Parameter estimation in Kuhn poker is quite straightforward because in no case does the
estimate of any single player parameter depend on an earlier decision governed by some
other parameter belonging to that player. The task of computing a posterior distribution over
opponent strategies for arbitrary poker games is more complicated and is discussed in a
separate paper (Southey et al. 2005). For the present study, the dominated strategies and
small deck again render the task relatively simple.
Once the opponent’s strategy has been estimated, a best response must be computed. In
general, this is achieved via the expectimax algorithm (Michie 1966; Russell and Norvig
1995), which involves a traversal of the game tree. However, since Kuhn poker has been
thoroughly analyzed and the opponent strategy space partitioned as shown in Fig. 2, we
simply determine the region in which the estimate lies and lookup the corresponding pure
strategy. While we discuss the issue of scaling to larger games more fully in Sect. 9, we
note here that the partitioning of the opponent’s strategy space is simply a convenience in
this particular case, and that computing (or approximating) an expectimax response in larger
games need not be prohibitively expensive.
We have chosen to compute a response to the MAP estimate of the opponent’s strategy, essentially assuming that the most probable opponent strategy is the only strategy they
could be playing. In general, it would be more robust to consider all possible strategies the
opponent might be playing weighted according to the posterior distribution over those strategies. If, for example, the posterior distribution gives high probability to multiple strategies
that differ significantly (e.g., the posterior distribution is multimodal), the MAP approach
may fixate on the wrong strategy. Computing the Bayesian best response to an opponent’s
play in poker has been explored previously for larger poker games (Southey et al. 2005). In
this work we consider only the MAP estimate because our choice of prior distribution (see
Sect. 3.1) means that the posterior distribution will be unimodal, so the MAP estimate is
unlikely to be significantly deceptive.
It should be mentioned here that MAP estimation of the opponent’s strategy followed by
play of a best response is a generalization of a classic approach to learning in games known
as fictitious play (Brown 1951) (see Fudenberg and Levine 1998 for a lengthy discussion
of fictitious play). In fictitious play, the learner assumes their opponent’s strategy is stationary. Each round, a maximum likelihood estimate of the opponent’s strategy is computed and
a best response is played against it. This is identical to our own procedure when a uniform
prior is used (Beta(0, 0)). Note that the term “fictitious play” arises from its original conception as a means to compute maximin strategies by self-play. In this scenario, two instances
of this algorithm repeatedly play against each other. It can be shown that each player’s behavior, averaged over repeated games, will converge to a maximin strategy (i.e., a Nash
strategy in two player zero-sum games) (Robinson 1951). Our experiments with different
priors include the uniform prior.
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3.1 Priors
For our prior we use a Beta distribution, which gives a probability distribution over a single
parameter that ranges from 0 to 1. When modelling P2, therefore, we require two Beta
distributions to characterize our prior belief of how they play. Each Beta distribution is
characterized by two parameters, θ ≥ 0 and ω ≥ 0. The distribution can be understood as
pretending that we have observed the opponent’s binary decisions several times in the past,
and that we observed θ choices one way and ω choices the other way. Thus, low values for θ
and ω (e.g., Beta(1, 1)) represent a weak prior, easily overcome by subsequent observations.
Larger values (e.g., Beta(10, 10)) represent a much stronger belief. We offer a somewhat
more detailed discussion of Beta distributions in the Appendix.
A poorly chosen prior (i.e. a bad model of the opponent) that is weak may not cost us
much because it will be quickly overwhelmed by observations. However, a good prior (i.e.
a close model of the opponent) that is too weak may be thwarted by unlucky observations
early in the game that belie the opponent’s true nature. We examine the effects of the prior
in a later section. The default prior, unless otherwise specified, is Beta(1, 1) for both η and
ξ (i.e., the most probable P2 strategy is assumed to be η = 0.5 and ξ = 0.5, pretending we
have observed, for each parameter, two decisions (one bet and one pass) governed by that
parameter). Note that this prior was selected, before any experimentation, as a natural first
choice if the experimenter was not previously familiar with other logical choices, such as
the Nash strategy ( 13 , 13 ). The use of this prior is a very common default choice in Bayesian
parameter estimation and other statistical methods where it is sometimes referred to as the
Laplacian correction (e.g., Margineantu and Dietterich 2002).
It should be noted that playing a best response to the prior strategy itself would have
different expected values against different opponents. Therefore, the payoff rates and winnings that will be shown in plots for the experimental results have different values against
different opponents even in the first few steps of the game, despite the fact that the same
initial strategy is used. We make this observation to explain what, at first, might seem like
an inconsistency in our experiments. We present results for a variety of priors in Sect. 5.2.
3.2 Maximum a posteriori for Kuhn poker
We will now derive the MAP parameter estimate for P2, using our Beta prior. We want to
find the most probable settings for parameters η and ξ given a set of observations O. More
formally, we need to solve
arg max P (η, ξ |O)
η,ξ

Using Bayes rule in the standard way, we can get the following proportionality
P (η, ξ |O) ∝ P (O|η, ξ )P (η, ξ )
where P (η, ξ ) is our prior. Our maximization then, is simply
arg max P (η, ξ |O) = arg max P (O|η, ξ )P (η, ξ )
η,ξ

η,ξ

We assume the two parameters are independent and each follows some Beta distribution, so
P (η, ξ ) = P (η)P (ξ ) = Beta(θη , ωη )Beta(θξ , ωξ ).
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3.2.1 Probability of Kuhn observations given parameters
P (O|η, ξ ) is the probability of the observations given parameters η and ξ . There are only
a small number of possible observations in Kuhn poker, and only a subset of these actually
depend on P2’s strategy. Most of these observations are quite straightforward. For example,
the probability of a single observation of KQbB (i.e., P1 holds K, P2 holds Q, and the
betting sequence is bet –bet ), is 16 γ η. Probabilities such as these can easily be derived by
examination of the tree in Fig. 1. In this case, there is a 16 probability of KQ being dealt, and
the betting sequence is the product of the two players’ parameters γ and η. However, from
P1’s perspective, γ is a known constant, and so in our maximization, we can drop terms involving P1’s parameters and the constants from dealing cards, leaving us with the parameter
η. Therefore, the probability of observing the KQbB game N times is proportional to ηN .
A complication arises when one of the players folds. In such a case, P1 does not get to
observe P2’s card. This can be addressed by marginalizing out the unknown quantity, which
consists of summing the probabilities of the observation given every card that P2 could have
held. In Kuhn poker, there can only be two such cards.
For example, suppose P1 observes K?bP (i.e., P1 held K, P2’s card is unknown because P2 folded, and the betting sequence was bet − pass). Two possible hands might have
been played (KJ bP and KQbP ). We must therefore sum the probabilities of these two,
P (K?bP ) = P (KJ bP ) + P (KQbP ) = 16 γ + 16 γ (1 − η) ∝ 2 − η. Therefore, the probability of observing the K?bP game N times is proportional to (2 − η)N . A full discussion of
handling uncertainty due to folding in poker can be found in Southey et al. (2005).
One additional subtlety relates to dominated strategies. The observation J ?bP would
appear to be ambiguous because P2 folded. However, if P2 holds K, the strategy of passing
is dominated by betting. Since we assume that no player plays dominated strategies, we can
then infer that any observation of J ?bP was due to P2 holding Q. P1 has certain information
about P2’s card, even though it was not observed. We therefore write this sequence J (Q)bP
to show that it is not truly unknown.5
By examining the tree in this fashion, we can derive expressions for every possible observation. We omit a detailed account as they are all similar to the preceding examples. The
final expression is then
P (O|η, ξ ) ∝ ηNJ QbB +NKQbB (1 − η)NJ (Q)bP (2 − η)NK?bP
ξ NQJpBb +NKJpBb (1 − ξ )NQJpP +NKJpP (1 + ξ )NQ?pBp
where each subscripted N is the number of times each corresponding observation was made.
The Beta priors simply correspond to additional counts, pretending we have made past
observations. Therefore our objective simply becomes
P (O|η, ξ )P (η)P (ξ ) ∝ ηNJ QbB +NKQbB +θη (1 − η)NJ (Q)bP +ωη (2 − η)NK?bP
ξ NQJpBb +NKJpBb +θξ (1 − ξ )NQJpP +NKJpP +ωξ (1 + ξ )NQ?pBp
In order to simplify the discussion that follows, we summarize these counts as follows
A = NJ QbB + NKQbB + θη

D = NQJpBb + NKJpBb + θξ

5 Equivalently, we could note that the sequence J KbP has probability 0, and then apply the summation over
J KbP and J QbP as described for the more general folding case.
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B = NJ (Q)bP + ωη
C = NK?bP

E = NQJpP + NKJpP + ωξ

F = NQ?pBp

giving us the more readable objective
P (O|η, ξ )P (η)P (ξ ) ∝ ηA (1 − η)B (2 − η)C ξ D (1 − ξ )E (1 + ξ )F
We now need to find the maximum of this objective. Note that the two parameters η and
ξ occur independently, so we can maximize them independently.6 We will now show the
closed form maximization of each.
3.2.2 Maximum a posteriori for η
We maximize by setting the derivative of the posterior probability for η to zero.
∂P (η, ξ |O)P (η)P (ξ )
∝ AηA−1 (1 − η)B (2 − η)C − BηA (1 − η)B−1 (2 − η)C
∂η
−CηA (1 − η)B (2 − η)C−1
= A(1 − η)(2 − η) − Bη(2 − η) − Cη(1 − η)
= 2A + (−3A − 2B − C)η + (A + B + C)η2
This expression is quadratic so we need only find the roots to obtain the maximum. Using
the negative root, which ensures a value in [0, 1], the estimate for η is then

−bη − bη2 − 4aη cη
η̂ =
2aη
where aη = A + B + C, bη = −3A − 2B − C, and cη = 2A.
3.2.3 Maximum a posteriori for ξ
A similar derivation for ξ gives
ξ̂ =

−bξ −



bξ2 − 4aξ cξ

2aξ

where aξ = −D − E − F , bξ = −E + F , and cξ = D.
It should be noted that such convenient closed forms for MAP estimates of strategies are
very rare in the space of possible Hold’em style pokers. Even in Kuhn poker, we encounter
difficulty when we try to apply the same approach to having P2 model P1 (see Sect. 3.3 for
more details on this). In general, even slightly more complicated games make the estimation
problem substantially more difficult. We will discuss this broader issue in greater detail in
Sect. 9.
6 This independence is due in the first place to the structure of the game itself, which does not couple these

two parameters, and in the second place, to our prior, which assumes independence. A different prior could
conceivably couple these two parameters.
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3.3 P2 modelling P1
The MAP estimators for P2 modelling P1’s parameters have no convenient closed form solution that we have been able to compute (and there may be none). We therefore use the
approximate estimators described in Hoehn (2006). The exact formulation is a bit lengthy
so we omit it here. In brief, the estimators are computed by identifying each information set
corresponding to the application of a P1 parameter and then considering the corresponding
information sets for P2’s view of the game. In several of these, P2 does not always obtain
information about P1’s holdings, due to folding. In such cases, there are two possible states
for P1’s holdings, depending on which card they were dealt. Since the overall number of
occasions where such an information set was encountered by P1 is known to P2, the estimators make the assumption that exactly half of those occasions correspond to each possible
card. For example, if P2 holds the King k times and observes the opponent holding the
Queen q times, the Jack j , and does not observe the opponent’s card u times (note that
k = q + j + u), then the opponent is assumed to have held unobserved Queens k/2 − q
times and unobserved Jacks k/2 − j times. Using these assumed counts for the unobserved
opponent holdings, MAP estimates are then computed independently for each parameter in
each such situation. Having now multiple estimates for each parameter, they are combined
by a weighted sum, with weights proportional to the number of data points observed by the
corresponding estimator.
There are a few tricky details related to the handling of very small numbers of observations or observations inconsistent with a perfectly even dealing of cards (see Hoehn 2006,
Sect. 3.2.2 and particularly Eq. 3.6 for details) but, broadly, this estimation procedure can
be thought of as an average of independent estimators, with the strong assumption that the
cards were dealt exactly according to the mean of the distribution over cards. As the number
of hands played grows large, this approximation is expected to behave like the true MAP
estimate. Experiments described in Hoehn (2006) used a similar approximation for P1 modelling P2 and compared the learning results with the true MAP estimate. These showed
little difference between the two approaches and that they quickly converge to near identical results as the number of hands played increases. This provides some evidence that
the approximation has value, albeit in a simpler context. We therefore present the interested
reader with results using this approximation for P2 modelling P1 in the supplemental, online
appendix, with a caveat regarding any conclusions that may be drawn from them.
3.4 Nash equilibria and exploration
In two player, zero-sum games, Nash equilibrium strategies guarantee a certain minimum
value regardless of the opponent’s strategy. As such, they are “safe” strategies in the sense
that they minimize the worst-case loss. As mentioned above, the Nash strategies for P1 in
Kuhn poker guarantee an expected value of −1/18,7 and thus can only guarantee a loss.
Against a given P2 strategy, some non-Nash P1 strategy could be better or worse than Nash.
There are no guarantees. So, even though any Nash strategy is a losing proposition for P1, it
may be better than the alternatives against an unknown opponent. It therefore makes sense
to consider adopting a Nash strategy until an opponent model can be learned. Then the best
means of exploiting that model can be tried.
7 Recall that all strategies we consider are essential, so the guarantee is for an exact value rather than just a

minimum.
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In many games, and more particularly in the case of Kuhn poker’s P1, there are multiple
Nash strategies. We explore the possibility that some of these strategies allow for faster
learning of an opponent model than others. The existence of such strategies means that even
though they guarantee identical game-theoretic values, some strategies may be more useful
than others against exploitable opponents.
Another interesting approach is to mix essential strategies so as to maximize exploration,
regardless of the cost. For this, we employ a “balanced” exploration strategy, (α = 1, β =
1, γ = 0.5), that forces as many showdowns as possible and equally explores P2’s two parameters. This exploratory strategy has a minimum winning rate of −0.417, which is more
than 7 times worse than a Nash strategy. Therefore, the information it gains can come at
a substantial cost. Of course, it is possible that against a particular opponent, the balanced
strategy is a good response and exploits that opponent effectively. The experiments presented
in Sect. 5.3 show how this tradeoff between safety and exploration plays out in practice.
Finally, we will note that one might choose to play non-essential strategies in order to
obtain more information.8 We have explored this possibility briefly, omitting the results here.
While one can gain some information by playing a particular dominated strategy in Kuhn
poker (P2 passing when holding the King in round 2), experiments showed that the cost of
playing this strategy vs. the information gained was a poor tradeoff (Hoehn 2006). However,
in other forms of poker one might gain useful information by playing dominated strategies
(e.g., calling an opponent to a showdown in order to observe their holdings in a situation
where the only sensible choice from an immediate winnings perspective is to fold).

4 Strategy learning
The other learning approach we examine here is what we will call strategy learning. We
can view a strategy as an expert that recommends how to play the hand. In experts-based
learning, a set of experts is used, each making its recommendation and the final decision
being made by a master program. A score is kept for each expert, tracking how good its past
decisions would have been. The master program selects its actions by considering the scores
of the various experts. Favor is given to the experts in proportion to their past success. There
are many specific variations on this basic approach, intended to handle the different features
of specific problem domains.
Taking the six pure strategies shown in Fig. 2 plus a single Nash strategy (α = 16 , β =
1
, γ = 12 ) as our experts, we use a variation of the Exp4 algorithm (Auer et al. 1995) to
2
control play by these experts. Exp4 is a bounded-regret algorithm designed for partiallyobservable games, based on earlier work using experts for perfect information games (Freund and Schapire 1996, 1999). It mixes exploration and exploitation in an online fashion to
ensure that it cannot be trapped by a deceptive opponent. Exp4 has two parameters, a learning rate ρ > 0 and an exploration rate 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 (ψ = 1 is uniform random exploration
with no online exploitation).
As formulated by Auer et al., Exp4 only handles games with a single decision. However,
for Kuhn poker, a sequence of decisions is sometimes necessary. This slightly complicates
matters because a strategy specifies a distribution over actions in every possible situation.
For any single observed hand, however, we will only observe a subset of the possible decision points. The exact subset depends on chance events (i.e., cards being dealt) and on the
8 Note that, in general, dominated strategies are a subset of the non-essential strategies. In Kuhn poker specif-

ically, all non-essential strategies are dominated.
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opponent’s actions. Therefore, two strategies that give differing recommendations in unobserved parts of the game might agree on the set of actions taken during this particular hand.
Since either strategy could have produced the observed actions, it makes sense to award each
expert some score, proportional to the probability with which they would have behaved as
observed. We call this algorithm sequential Exp4 (see Algorithm 1 for details). A closely
related algorithm has been analyzed in Zinkevich (2004).

Algorithm 1 Sequential Exp4
1. Given K strategies (experts), σ1 · · · σK , initialize the scores for each strategy to zero:
si = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ K
2. For t = 1, 2, . . . until the match ends:
(a) Let the probability of playing the ith strategy for hand t be
(1 + ρ)si (t)
ψ
+
pi (t) = (1 − ψ) K
sj (t)
K
j =1 (1 + ρ)
(b) Randomly select a strategy σz from the set of K experts with probability proportional
to the pi .
(c) Play according to σz .
(d) Observe the resulting sequence of actions a and the hand’s winnings w (scaled so
that w ∈ [0, 1]).
(e) Compute the probability foreach strategy of generating the observed sequence of d
actions, qi (t) = P (a|σi ) = dj=1 P (aj |σi )
(f) Compute new scores
si (t + 1) = si (t) + qi (t) K

w

j =1 pj (t)qj (t)

,

1≤i≤K

Exp4 makes very weak assumptions regarding the opponent so that its guarantees apply
very broadly. In particular, it assumes a non-stationary opponent that can decide the payoffs
in the game at every round. This is a much more powerful opponent than our assumptions
dictate (a stationary opponent and fixed payoffs). Along with updating all agreeing experts,
a further modification was made to the basic algorithm in order to improve its performance
in our particular setting.
A simple improvement, intended to mitigate the effects of small sample sizes, is to replace the single score (si ) for each strategy with multiple scores, depending on the card they
hold. We also keep a count of how many times each card has been held. So, instead of just
si , we have per-card scores si,J , si,Q , and si,K , and card counters ci,J , ci,Q , and ci,K . We then
update the score specific to the card held during the hand and increment the corresponding counter. We now compute the expert scores for Algorithm 1’s probabilistic selection as
follows: si = 13 si,J /ci,J + 13 si,Q /ci,Q + 13 si,K /ci,K . This avoids erratic behavior if one card
shows up disproportionately often by chance (e.g. the King 10 times and the Jack only once).
Naturally, such effects vanish as the number of hands grows large but we are specifically
concerned with short-term behavior. We are simply using the sum of estimated expectations
instead of estimating the expectation of a sum, in order to reduce variance.
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In all experiments reported here, ρ = 1 and ψ = 0.75, values determined by experimentation to give good results. Recall that we are attempting to find out how well it is possible
to do, so this parameter tuning is consistent with our objectives.

5 Experimental results
We conducted a large set of experiments using both learning methods to answer various
questions. In particular, we are interested in how quickly learning methods can achieve better
than Nash equilibrium (i.e., winning rate ≥ −1/18) or breakeven (i.e., winning rate ≥ 0)
results for P1, assuming the opponent is exploitable to that extent. In the former case, P1 is
successfully exploiting an opponent to reduce losses, while in the latter case P1 can actually
win if enough hands are played. However, we aim to play well in short matches, making
asymptotic winning rates of limited interest. Most of our results focus on the total winnings
over a small number of hands (typically 200, although other numbers are considered).
In our experiments, P1 plays an exploratory strategy up to hand t , learning during this
period. P1 then stops learning and switches strategies to exploit the opponent. In parameter
learning, unless specified otherwise, the “balanced” exploratory strategy described earlier
is used throughout the first phase. In the second phase, a best response is computed to the
estimated opponent strategy and that is “played” (in practice, having both strategies, we
compute the exact expected winning rate using Eq. 1). For strategy learning, sequential
Exp4 is run in the first phase, attempting some exploitation as it explores, since it is an
online algorithm. In the second phase, the highest rated expert plays the remaining hands.
We are chiefly interested in the number of hands after which it is effective to switch from
exploration to exploitation. Our results are expressed in two kinds of plot. The first kind is
a payoff rate plot—a plot of the expected payoff rate versus the number of hands before
switching, showing the rate at which P1 will win after switching to exploitation. Such plots
serve two purposes; they show the long-term effectiveness of the learned model, and also
how rapidly the learner converges to maximal exploitation.
The second kind of plot, a total winnings plot, is more germane to our goals. It shows
the expected total winnings versus the number of hands before switching, where the player
plays a fixed total number of hands (e.g. 200). This is a more realistic view of the problem
because it allows us to answer questions such as: if P1 switches at hand 50, will the price
paid for exploring be offset by the benefit of exploitation? It is important to be clear that the
x-axis of both kinds of plot refers to the number of hands before switching to exploitation.
All experiments were run against all six P2 opponents selected from the six regions in
Fig. 2. Results were also run for randomly generated opponents, all with the same maximum
exploitability. In these fixed exploitability experiments, a maximum exploitation rate, τ , is
fixed for the experiment and a new opponent is randomly generated every trial such that
a best response for each opponent wins at rate τ . This allow us to average results across
a large set of opponent strategies without introducing variance due to different levels of
exploitability.
Only representative results are shown here due to space constraints. The remaining results are available in the supplemental online appendix. The supplemental online appendix
also contains results for P2 modelling P1 (see Sect. 3.3 for related comments). Results were
averaged over 30,000 trials for both parameter learning and strategy learning. The single opponent in the figures that follow is O6 , unless otherwise specified, and is typical of the results
obtained for the six opponents. Similarly, results are for parameter learning unless otherwise
specified, and consistent results were found for strategy learning, albeit with overall lower
performance.
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Fig. 4 Convergence Rate Study: Expected payoff rate vs. switching hand for parameter and strategy learning
against O6

5.1 Convergence rate study
This study addresses the question of how quickly the two learning approaches converge
to optimal exploitation of the opponent (i.e., the true best response). Figure 4 shows the
expected payoff rate plot of the two learning methods against a single opponent. The straight
line near the top shows the maximum exploitation rate for this opponent (i.e. the value
of a best response to P2’s strategy). It takes 400 hands for parameter learning to almost
converge to the maximum and strategy learning does not converge within 900 hands. Results
for other opponents are generally similar or worse (O2 is a notable exception), requiring
several hundred hands for near-convergence. This shows that, even in this tiny game against
a stationary opponent, one cannot expect to achieve maximal exploitation in a small number
of hands, at least with these standard methods and probably most related variations. The
possibility of maximal exploitation in larger games can reasonably be ruled out on this basis
and we must adopt more modest goals for opponent modelling. Figure 5 shows the same
study, but averaged over random opponents with fixed exploitability τ = 0.055. The results
here are very similar to the single opponent, but we also show the results for the Nash
exploration parameter learning (γ = 1).
5.2 Parameter learning prior study
In any Bayesian parameter estimation approach, the choice of prior is clearly important.
Here we present a comparison of various priors against a single opponent (O6 = (0.17, 0.2)).
Expected total winnings are shown for five priors. Each of these is characterized by two Beta
distributions and we note the most probable parameter setting under that prior in parentheses.
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Fig. 5 Convergence Rate Study: Expected payoff rate vs. switching hand for parameter and strategy learning
against randomly generated opponents exploitable at a rate τ = 0.055

•
•
•
•
•

a weak, default prior of [Beta(1, 1), Beta(1, 1)] (0.5, 0.5)
a weak, bad prior of [Beta(1.4, 0.6), Beta(1, 1)] (0.7, 0.5)
a strong, default prior of [Beta(10, 10), Beta(10, 10)] (0.5, 0.5)
a strong, bad prior of [Beta(14, 6), Beta(10, 10)] (0.7, 0.5)
an uninformed prior (no prior at all)

The weak priors assume 2 fictitious observations of each parameter and the strong priors
assume 20 observations each. The “bad” prior is so called because it is quite distant from
the real strategy of this opponent. The uninformed prior has no fictitious observations; MAP
estimation with such a prior is known as maximum likelihood estimation. Figure 6 shows that
the weak and uninformed priors clearly do better than the strong, allowing for fast adaptation
to the correct opponent model. The strong priors perform much more poorly, especially the
strong bad prior. It is also worth noting that after 50 hands, the bad weak prior is scarcely
inferior to the default weak prior, so our poor early choice does not hurt us much. While
very close on O6 , the weak default prior and uninformed prior each outperform the other on
some of the opponents, making no clear choice between them obvious.
5.3 Nash exploration study
Figure 7 shows the expected total winnings for parameter learning when various Nash strategies are played by the learner during the learning phase. The strategies with larger γ values
are typically stronger, more effectively exploring the opponent’s strategy during the learning phase. This advantage is true across almost all opponents we tried, with the behavior
of γ = 0 a noteworthy exception in that on some opponents it is the best performer, while
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Fig. 6 Prior Study: Four different priors for parameter learning against O6

on others it is the worst. This is because the Nash strategy with γ = 0 always passes while
holding the King or the Jack and therefore never makes any observations related to the opponent’s η parameter.
5.4 Learning method comparison
Figure 8 directly compares strategy and parameter learning (both balanced and Nash exploration (γ = 0.75)), all against a single opponent. Balanced parameter learning outperforms
strategy learning substantially for this opponent. Over all opponents, either the balanced or
the Nash parameter learner is the best, and strategy learning is worst in most cases (a notable
exception is strategy learning against opponent O3 and for O1 its results are not far from the
winner, Nash parameter learning). Figure 9 shows the same study averaged over random
opponents with maximum exploitability τ = 0.055. Here we see some differences. Most
notably, the Nash exploration is a much safer choice for late switches. Balanced exploration
gives best results with early switches but pays a heavy penalty for switching late. Switching
at around 50 hands is a safe choice for either of the parameter learners. Strategy learning
remains an overall loser, but is more robust to late switching than balanced exploration.
5.5 Game length study
This study is provided to show that our total winnings results are robust to games of varying
length. While most of our results are presented for games of 200 hands, it is only natural to
question whether different numbers of hands would have different optimal switching points.
Figure 10 shows overlaid total winnings plots for 50, 100, 200, and 400 hands using parameter learning. The lines are separated because the possible total winnings is different for
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Fig. 7 Nash Exploration Study: Expected total winnings vs. switching hand for parameter learning using
various Nash strategies for exploration against O6

differing numbers of hands. The important observation to make is that the highest value regions of these curves are fairly broad, indicating that switching times are flexible. Moreover,
the peak regions of the various curves overlap substantially. Thus, switching at hand 50 is a
reasonable choice for all of these game lengths, offering close to the best possible total winnings in all cases. This means that even if we are unsure, a priori, of the number of hands to
be played, we can be confident in our choice of switching time, at least over the range of 50
to 400. Moreover, this result is robust across our range of opponents. A switch at hand 50
works acceptably in all cases.
5.6 Proportion above Nash study
If a Nash strategy is known, then any deviation from that strategy must be justified by the
hope that it successfully exploits the opponent. Otherwise, one is better off sticking to the
“safe” strategy. While the opponent modelling algorithms have been seen to do well on
average, how often is the attempt to exploit a losing proposition? We attempt to answer this
question by plotting the proportion of trials in which the opponent modeller’s total winnings
equal or exceed the expected total winnings for playing a Nash strategy, versus the switching
hand. This proportion is the frequency with which the attempt to exploit at least did not hurt
us, and possibly was beneficial. It gives some notion of how damaging the variance can
be. Figure 11 shows this experiment against a single opponent, O6 . The results show that,
around the 50 hand switching point, over 80% of trials of balanced parameter learning and
only slightly less than 80% of trials of Nash exploration parameter learning achieve at least
the expected winnings of a Nash strategy. Strategy learning fares the worst but still performs
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Fig. 8 Learning Method Comparison: Expected total winnings vs. switching hand for both parameter learning and strategy learning against O6

at least as well as the expected Nash strategy winnings in almost 70% of the trials at its best
switching point.

6 Non-monotonic learning curves
Most of the payoff rate curves in our parameter-learning studies are like Fig. 5, with the
expected payoff rate of the estimated model increasing monotonically as more hands are
played. This makes sense intuitively; even though chance events in the deal of the cards or
the opponent’s stochastic play can sometimes mislead, on average each hand gives representative information about the opponent, which accumulates to produce increasingly accurate
estimates of the opponent’s strategic parameters.
However, some payoff curves in our studies exhibit a different, non-monotone behavior.
For example, Fig. 12 shows three convergence rate curves for P1 modelling P2 when P2 is
playing the strategy O2 = (η, ξ ) = (0.75, 0.8), P1 is using the Balanced Explore strategy for
exploration and P1’s initial estimate of P2’s parameters is (η, ξ ) = (0.5, 0.5). The different
curves result from P1 having different strengths given to this initial estimate, with “weak”
and “strong” being defined exactly as in the Prior study in Sect. 5.2. The uninformed curve
is based on P1 abandoning its initial estimate of a parameter as soon as it has any observed
data on which to base its estimate. For example, when P1, with the uninformed prior, first
sees P2 bet with the Jack, it will immediately change its estimate of ξ to be 1.0. As can
be seen in Fig. 12, the payoff rate curves for the “weak” and uninformed priors are not
monotonically increasing; they decrease very sharply during the first few hands of play and
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Fig. 9 Learning Method Comparison: Expected total winnings vs. switching hand for both parameter learning and strategy learning against randomly generated opponents exploitable at a rate τ = 0.055

only become monotonically increasing after roughly 10 hands. These curves are averages
over 30,000 trials, so this effect is systematic.
The explanation of this phenomenon is as follows. Although the default values for η
and ξ are not especially close to their actual values, in P2’s strategy space they are on the
boundary of regions S2 and S3 (see diagram 2), which means P1’s best response given
these default values is almost the best possible response to O2 . This can be seen in Fig. 12
by how close the expected payoff is at hand 0 to the maximum possible expected payoff.
As long as the data gathered during play keeps P1’s estimates in regions S2 and S3, its
expected payoff will remain at or above the initial value. However, if the first few hands of
play are not representative of O2 ’s play (e.g. O2 does not bet with the Jack even though it
has a probability of 0.8 of doing so) P1’s estimate will move out of regions S2 and S3 and
its expected payoff will plummet from roughly +0.09 to less than −0.1. Figure 13 shows
the percentage of trials on which this happened. After playing 9 hands, P1’s model had an
expected payoff of −0.1 or less on almost 8% of the trials when the default strength was
“weak” and on more than 25% of the trials when the prior was uninformed. From hand
10 onwards (hand 5 for uninformed) this percentage decreases monotonically, causing the
expected payoff rate curve to increase monotonically.
This phenomenon is important because it reflects a fundamental limit on how quickly
an adaptive system can acquire a trustworthy model of its opponent. If the strength of the
default setting is sufficiently great to avoid this non-monotonicity when the default produces
a good best response, it will be detrimental to learning when the default is not good, as shown
in Fig. 6. Thus, whatever strength is assigned to the default, it will take roughly 15 hands of
play to be sure the learned model is not badly wrong.
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Fig. 10 Game Length Study: Expected total winnings vs. switching hand for game lengths of 50, 100, 200,
and 400 hands of parameter learning against O6

7 Learning against a non-stationary opponent
One issue that has not been explored so far in this paper is the modelling of non-stationary
opponents, a complex issue for which much research remains to be done. In this section we
present an initial study in which each player is modelling the other. The main purpose of this
experiment is to highlight the complexities of this situation rather than offer a comprehensive
treatment.
In this experiment P1 is a parameter learner (using either the Balanced Exploration datacollection strategy or a Nash strategy (γ = 0.75)) and P2 is a strategy learner (ComponentAverageExp3 with 5 experts, described below). An H -hand match is played, with P1
switching from exploration to exploitation at hand t (and not changing his model or counterstrategy from that point on), and P2 using the ComponentAverageExp3 method to select and
re-weight its strategies continually throughout the match. P2 is therefore non-stationary, because the probability with which it selects each expert strategy changes from hand to hand
to reflect the success of the strategy against P1. We expect this ability to continually adapt
will give P2 a great advantage over the simple “explore-then-exploit” P1.
P2 uses 5 experts (η, ξ ) = {(1/3, 1/3), (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}, and the parameter settings ρ = 1 and ψ = 0.30. Because the experts initially have equal weight, P2 will initially
appear to be playing the mixed strategy (η, ξ ) = (0.47, 0.47), the average η and ξ values of
its experts. Because P2 uniformly chooses between its strategies 30% of the time (ψ = 0.30),
P2’s effective η and ξ values cannot be less than 0.141 or greater than 0.841. This range of
values allow P2 to play strategies in any region of the P2 strategy space, and to heavily
exploit P1’s non-Nash exploration strategy and P1’s play after it switches to playing a best
response to its model of P2.
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Fig. 11 Proportion Above Nash Strategy Study: Proportions of trials with winnings higher than Nash vs.
switching hand for parameter and strategy learning against O6

Fig. 12 Expected Payoff Rate for Balanced Explore (P1) versus O2 for different strengths of priors
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Fig. 13 Percentage of trials on which P1 had a badly wrong model of O2

Figure 14 shows the total expected winnings for P1 over a H = 200 hand match as a
function of the time at which P1 switches from the data gathering phase to the exploitation
phase. The curve marked with the asterisks shows P1 using the “Balanced” exploration
strategy while the curve marked with the squares shows P1 using a Nash data-gathering
strategy. Each point is an average of 30,000 200-hand matches. The dashed horizontal line
shows the winnings of a static Nash strategy over a 200-hand match.
P1’s initial parameter estimates, (η, ξ ) = (0.5, 0.5), are almost perfectly correct for P2’s
initially uniformly weighted experts. If P2 were a static opponent, P1 would do very well
to switch at time 0; it would have an expected payoff rate of −0.011, five times better than
the payoff rate of the static Nash Strategy. But P2 is not static, and if P1 switches at time
0, P1 will be playing a fixed strategy throughout the match, giving P2 all 200 hands to shift
weight towards, and play, the expert that is best against this P1 strategy. As a consequence,
if P1 switches at time 0 its total winnings are somewhat worse than playing a static Nash
strategy.
The curves exhibit the 3-phase form that is often seen when P1 has good initial estimates
of stationary opponents. In the first phase (switching hand in the approximate range 1–15
for Balanced Exploration, 1–20 for Nash), total winnings drops sharply. This is caused by
the randomness of the cards dealt and the stochastic play by both P1 and P2, which result in
there being a significant number of short hand sequences that mislead P1 into choosing to
play strategies S4 or S5, which will be highly exploited by P2 without P2 having to change
its initial expert weightings.
In the second phase (switching hand in the range 16–45 for Balanced, 21–150 for Nash),
enough hands have been played that P1 is reliably away from the “disaster zone” that caused
the steep initial decline. P1’s total winnings improve steadily through this phase.
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Fig. 14 Priors = (0.5, 0.5)

Against a stationary opponent, the second phase ends once P1 has learned a very good
(if not quite optimal) model of P2. Further exploration is detrimental to total winnings once
the incremental improvement in the model gained by further exploration is outweighed by
the reduction in the number of trials in which the learned model can be exploited, the classic
exploration-exploitation tradeoff.
Against a non-stationary opponent, the second phase ends for much more complex reasons. First of all, there is pressure for P1 to switch from exploration to exploitation simply
because P2 is modelling P1 while P1 explores. If P1 explores for too long, P2 will learn, and
play, a best response to P1’s exploration strategy and P1 will be paying an inordinately large
price for the information it is gathering. This is why the second phase for Balanced exploration is so much shorter than the second phase for Nash exploration: the former strategy is
easily identifiable and highly exploitable, whereas the latter is hard for P2 to learn, because
of its high stochasticity, and minimally exploitable. On the other hand, there are also reasons
for P1 to extend its second phase against a non-stationary opponent. The longer P1 continues to explore the more strongly P2 will believe P1 is playing according to the exploration
strategy and the slower P2 will be to respond to P1’s switch to exploitation; in addition, P2
will have less time to exploit P1’s learned model. The interplay between all these factors
determines the optimal switching point for P1.

8 Related work
Poker has received increasing attention in recent years, with a recent emphasis on opponent
modelling. For large scale games, both frequentist (Billings et al. 2004) and Bayesian (Korb
and Nicholson 1999) approaches have been tried, but each of these has omitted some aspect
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of the full game in their model. A recent crop of results has appeared for small scale games
attempting, as in this paper, to approach the problem with small models that are easier to
analyze. Powers and Shoham examine the problem of computing a best response given only
samples from an opponent’s strategy, exploring both oblivious opponents and opponents
that are aware of the information they have revealed (Powers and Shoham 2003). They also
present criteria for learning in games and an algorithm achieving those criteria in two player,
perfect information games against a stationary opponent (Powers and Shoham 2005).9 Geoff
Gordon has examined a class of no-regret algorithms on a game of one-card poker (Gordon
2005). Finally, Poland and Hutter have conducted a study similar to ours in spirit, empirically evaluating a probabilistic modelling approach and an experts-based approach on 2 × 2
matrix games rather than poker (Poland and Hutter 2005).

9 Scaling to larger games
The study of a small game like Kuhn poker allows exact comparisons to theoretical ideals, a
thorough study by empirical means, and detailed analysis of results by hand. However, the
question naturally arises whether the opponent modelling approaches discussed here will
behave similarly on larger games, including real-world poker games. In particular, are largescale versions of these algorithms likely to achieve the rapid learning required? Game theory
research like Kuhn’s is typically limited to small games for which analytical methods can be
applied. At the other end of the spectrum, research on real-world games like chess and poker
typically attacks the full version of the games with approximate algorithms and empirical
studies.
There are two obvious ways in which Kuhn poker can be scaled up,
1. broadening: adding cards to the deck, thereby increasing branching factors, and,
2. deepening: adding more rounds of betting or allowing more bets per round, thereby increasing depth.
In other Hold’em-style pokers that have been studied, including research games such as
Leduc Hold’em (Southey et al. 2005) and Rhode Island Hold’em (Shi and Littman 2001),
and real-world games like limit Texas Hold’em, both dimensions have been increased. Compared to Kuhn poker, Leduc Hold’em has six cards instead of three and two rounds of betting
instead of one. A typical set of rules for limit Texas Hold’em uses the full deck of 52 cards
and four betting rounds with as many as three or four bets allowed per round. Increasing
either aspect of the game increases the size of the game tree and therefore the number of decision points (information sets in game theory parlance) for both players. To fully describe
the strategy of a player, one must specify the probabilities of the actions at every information
set. This set of parameters grows very quickly as the number of cards and rounds increases.
9 The Powers and Shoham algorithm simplifies to something similar to our Nash exploration parameter learn-

ing in the case of two player, zero-sum games. It starts by using the BullyMixed strategy during an initial
exploration phase. In two-player, zero-sum games, the BullyMixed strategy is equivalent to a Nash strategy.
The exact path of the algorithm depends on the relationship between the variance in the game’s value on each
round, variance in the distribution of opponent actions, and a set of fixed parameters, but it is likely to switch
from its Nash exploration to playing an -best response against an estimate of the opponent strategy. While
their setting is perfect information games and they have no prior over opponent strategies, our approach of
Nash exploration followed by playing best responses to a MAP estimate of the opponent based on imperfect
observations is conceptually very similar.
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The challenge to opponent modelling is immediate. In terms of direct parameter learning,
we must estimate a large set of parameters with very little data. With increased deck size,
the number of parameters within each information set grows, adding to the uncertainty of
folded hands. In terms of the indirect, expert-based, strategy learning approach, the set of
possible experts increases dramatically. We must evaluate the performance of a large set of
experts based on only a small number of hands.
For short-term opponent modelling to have any hope, we must rely on the existence of
some correlation between the decisions made in different parts of the game tree. This is
not an unreasonable belief in many cases, as we would expect reasonable players to behave
similarly in similar situations. A good player will mix their strategies in order to confuse
opponents but there must still be some consistency in their play, dictated by the nature of
the game (highly erratic or nonsensical play will not perform well).
Research has explored two ways of addressing this question of correlation. One is to take
the game itself and identify “similar” situations, for some chosen definition of similarity.
The game can then be simplified and strategies generated with respect to this new game.
Another approach is to make assumptions about the nature of the strategies themselves. In
our parameter learning, this corresponds to a prior over strategies, while in strategy learning
it corresponds to the selection of experts.
9.1 Abstraction
The simplification of games is typically referred to as abstraction in the related research.
Abstraction reduces the size of a game tree by merging nodes together and treating them as
equivalent. By extension, abstraction is a means to reduce the number of information sets
(distinguishable decision points) in the game by grouping their nodes together. Information
sets can be grouped together into equivalence classes, essentially assuming that strategies
can be well-modelled by assuming the players will use the same (possibly randomized) strategy at all information sets within a class. Each equivalence class becomes an information
set in the new, abstracted game. Information sets in poker consist of all cards revealed to the
player and all actions taken by all players so far. Clearly, these can be grouped together in
arbitrary ways. However, most work on abstraction has looked at grouping information sets
together based on cards rather than actions. In this case, distinct sequences of actions are
treated as distinct, but differences amongst cards are partially ignored.
One common abstraction for cards is to compute the all-in-equity for a set of cards (Shi
and Littman 2001; Billings et al. 2003; Southey et al. 2005). This number can be thought
of as the proportion of the pot the player can expect to win given the cards they hold and
imagining all possible future cards that might appear and all cards that might be held by
the opponent. In two player games specifically, it is the probability of winning plus half the
probability of a tie. The actions taken so far in the game are ignored by this metric, so it is
clearly a gross simplification. Nevertheless, it does provide a convenient scalar estimate in
the range of [0, 1] for the “strength” of the player’s hand. This range can then be discretized
into, for example, 10 intervals, effectively grouping cards into one of ten card equivalence
classes. These card equivalence classes, combined with the action history, make up the information sets in the abstracted game.
One example of abstraction over actions is found in the VexBot program (Billings et
al. 2004). VexBot is akin to maximum likelihood, estimating the opponent’s strategy from
frequency counts for actions and observed opponent cards. However, in the presence of
very little data, estimates will be scattered amongst the huge number of information sets.
To achieve some generalization, VexBot tracks estimates over several different abstractions
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that group together situations based on similarities in actions. For example, one such grouping considers a set of situations to be the same if the opponent made an equal number of
bets/raises. This essentially ignores the player’s own actions, and the specific order of the
opponent’s actions. VexBot then combines the estimates from the different abstractions to
guide its play.
Finally, Gilpin and Sandholm have worked extensively on automatically generating abstractions of game trees with specific application to poker (Gilpin and Sandholm 2006,
2007a, 2007b; Gilpin et al. 2007). These methods even allow for the discovery of abstracted
games with Nash equilibria that correspond directly to the equilibria in the original game.
Approximate methods that do not preserve equilibria provide an avenue for even smaller
abstractions.
9.2 Correlation in strategies
Abstraction is essentially a hard decision about correlation in the original game; under an
abstraction, two information sets from the original game are either completely correlated
or completely independent. This has the attractive property that all subsequent reasoning is
performed with respect to a smaller game. However, it is clearly a very strong assumption
about the nature of opponents. Another, smoother approach is to recognize that strategies
at information sets may be more weakly correlated. For example, a player holding two tens
might be expected to have similar behavior when holding a pair of nines, only somewhat
less cautious (e.g., more likely to bet).
In Bayesian parameter learning, such correlations can be captured in the prior over strategies, giving higher probabilities to strategies that reflect correlations between information
sets supposed to be similar. The priors used in our work here on Kuhn poker do not capture any such correlation, since each parameter uses a Beta distribution as a prior. However,
in the work described in Southey et al. (2005), an expert-designed prior was used. Characterized by ten parameters, the prior would generate strategies that correlate the behavior
between betting rounds and over similar classes of cards. Thus, an overall tendency toward
aggressive betting would be reflected over a range of strong hands, and would be pursued
round after round.
In strategy learning, as games grow larger, enumerating all the pure strategies for use
as experts quickly becomes infeasible. It is therefore necessary to select a smaller set of
strategies, or to work with classes of strategies for which effective algorithms can be found
that consider large numbers. In the simplest case, experts can be sampled from a prior similar
to that used by parameter learning. Another approach is to sample strategies from a prior,
compute a best response for each sampled strategy, and use those as experts. More recently,
the research in Johanson et al. (2007) explores the question of generating robust strategies
for use in opponent modelling, dealing directly with large abstractions of Texas Hold’em.
9.3 Learning in larger games
The closed-form MAP estimates used here for parameter learning in Kuhn poker are not
feasible for larger games. One alternative is to use the popular expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977). In Southey et al. (2005), we instead used Monte
Carlo sampling from the prior. Over a fixed sample, one can simply track the sampled strategy with highest posterior probability as an approximation to the true MAP strategy. While
those experiments did not use the same two-phase, explore/exploit framework presented
here, we can make some observations about the convergence of the posterior distribution.
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In Southey et al. (2005), experiments on Leduc and abstracted Texas Hold’em were run
over 200 hands against fixed opponents using 1000 strategies sampled from the prior. In
each experiment, the sampled strategy with the highest posterior probability after 200 hands
was recorded, which we will here denote σ̂MAP . This means that σ̂MAP is the “best fit” to
the opponent amongst the sampled strategies. For Leduc Hold’em, the relative posterior
probability of σ̂MAP (i.e., the proportion of posterior probability attributed to it) was about
0.05 after 50 hands, 0.15 after 100 hands, 0.4 after 150 hands, and 0.78 after 200 hands.
This shows that the eventual best fit strategy had substantial mass on it (much more than the
uniform weighting initially on the samples), even after 50 hands. The results are still more
striking in Texas Hold’em, where the relative posterior probability of σ̂MAP was about 0.12
after 50 hands, 0.3 after 100 hands, 0.6 after 150 hands, and 0.9 after 200 hands. This is an
even more rapid convergence to the best fit. While this does not necessarily imply strong
play, which is heavily influenced by the prior from which the sampled strategies are drawn,
it does demonstrate fast learning. This leads us to believe that parameter learning methods,
at least, will scale to offer some short-term benefit. Further study is required to determine
exactly how much can be achieved with different priors.
Results are not available for strategy learning, but there are similarities to the parameter
learning case. Strategy learning relies on a weaker signal to inform the choice of strategy,
looking only at performance against the opponent and not at the specific actions taken by the
opponent. However, there are several ways to reduce the variance in the estimates obtained
by observing performance (e.g., attempting to separately account for randomness introduced
by the cards rather than by a stochastic opponent). Strategy learning also has the advantage
that it does not require that our set of strategies contain one that is similar to the opponent,
but only that it contain one that is effective against the opponent. In larger games, where
we can consider only a comparatively small subset of the possible strategies, this advantage
may become important.

10 Conclusions
This work shows that learning to maximally exploit an opponent, even a stationary one in a
game as small as Kuhn poker, is not generally feasible in a small number of hands. However,
the learning methods explored are capable of showing positive results in as few as 50 hands,
so that learning to exploit is typically better than adopting a pessimistic Nash strategy. Furthermore, this 50 hand switching point is robust to game length and opponent. Future work
includes non-stationary opponents, a wider exploration of learning strategies, and larger
games. Both approaches can scale up, provided the number of parameters or experts is kept
small (abstraction can reduce parameters and small sets of experts can be carefully selected).
Also, the exploration differences amongst equal-valued strategies (e.g., Nash in two player,
zero-sum games) deserves more attention. It may be possible to more formally characterize
the exploratory effectiveness of a strategy. We believe these results should encourage more
opponent modelling research because, even though maximal exploitation is unlikely, fast
opponent modelling may still yield significant benefits.
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Fig. 15 Example Beta distributions.

Appendix: Beta distribution
A Beta distribution gives a probability distribution over a single probability (a value in
[0, 1]). As such, it is a useful prior for single parameters in probabilistic models. A Beta
distribution is characterized by two parameters, θ and ω. The probability assigned to a parameter value by a Beta distribution is
PBeta(θ,ω) (x) = x θ (1 − x)ω

(θ + ω)
(θ )(ω)

where the ratio of Gamma functions is simply a normalizing constant. A single probability
is a distribution over two events. Beta distributions can be understood as “pretending” that
we have observed several events in the past, and that we observed θ of one event and ω of
the other. Figure 15 shows three examples of Beta distributions. Note how we can obtain the
uniform distribution with Beta(0, 0) or distributions showing the impact of past “pretended”
evidence.10
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